Abstract
Introduction
, a critical threshold beyond which flexible molecular fitting approaches 84 are more reliable 24 . This approach of integrating high resolution data into medium resolution 85 maps has proven to be very useful in understanding dynamic and often transient complexes 86 19,13,25 such that reaching this resolution is of great interest.
87
We present here a complete set of GPU-accelerated programs called emClarity for 
Major features for improving resolution in emClarity 108
In each of the following sections, we describe the principles underlying each of the major 109 features in emClarity, with algorithmic and mathematical details left to the supplemental 110 methods.
111

Refinement of tilt-series alignment
112
A prerequisite for 3D reconstruction of a tomogram is the refinement of the projection are available, but their success is generally sample-dependent 11 and require significant user input,
119
which has been somewhat ameliorated by automation with the recently released Appion 120 package 38 .
121
We have integrated into emClarity a novel algorithm called tomo-CPR (tomogram 122 constrained particle refinement) for the iterative refinement of the tilt-series alignment using an 123 approach that shares some similarity with the "particle polishing 39 " implemented for SPA in
124
RELION with two primary differences. First, in generating reference projections for orientation 125 determination, tomo-CPR includes information from neighboring particles as well as non-
126
particle information that is relevant for localization as illustrated in supplemental figure 1.
127
Second, tomo-CPR constrains neighboring particles to behave similarly within a given projection 128 as well as requiring them to vary smoothly as a group from projection to projection through the 129 tilt-series.
130
Maximizing weak signal in the reconstructions
131
Real space masks that follow the particle envelope are useful in the maximization of the but is only implemented through "in-house" software.
185
One potentially limiting factor in the RELION implementation is the reliance on the 3D-
186
CTF model for the phase correction of the individual particles. This means that the 3D-CTF must
187
be calculated (and stored on disk) for every particle, which we suggest is a poor choice for
188
imaging with a defocus range of 2-4 μm as is common in cryoSTAC. While disk storage is 189 relatively cheap, a 3D-CTF of ~512^3 pixels is needed for every particle to prevent significant wedge" and allows for higher resolution information to be considered in the clustering. 
Classification of non-translating Yeast 80s ribosomes
279
The ribosome is a complex molecular machine composed of RNA and protein which bound at the peptide exit tunnel, e.g. Sec61, are known to bias the conformation to the es27L1 60 .
295
Another example of a highly dynamic ribosome domain is the L1 stalk -comprised of IV which also exhibits a rotation of eeF2-domain IV (figure 4j).
335
The application of multi-scale clustering is illustrated in figure 4 , where the arrows point 
Methods
372
Details for processing the RELION data set are available in the online tutorial on the 373 emClarity wiki, which we will outline here. The tilt series were downloaded from EMPIAR, and a coarse alignment was obtained using the gold-fiducials in IMOD. Candidate particles were 375 selected using template matching at an object pixel size of 13 Å (binning of 6) in emClarity with 376 EMD-3228 low-pass filtered to 40 Å as a reference. After removing false positives using the 3D 377 editing tools in emClarity, the defocus for each projection was then determined in emClarity and 378 the CTF phase inversions were corrected on the projections. A six-parameter search at a binning 379 of 4 for two iterations was carried out followed by an initial round of tomo-CPR where the local 380 alignments were estimated. Since there are only 5-7 fiducials available for the coarse alignment,
381
we returned to the template matching with the updated tilt-series alignment as this is the only full Once the sub-tomograms were brought into alignment with a common reference frame,
389
we ran classification using the full 3D-CTF to form the missing wedge compensated feature 390 vectors, and at resolutions of 10, 16, 24 and 40Å for multi-scale PCA. 
Supplemental Methods
574
Refinement of tilt-series alignment
583
Tiles around each projected sub-tomogram origin are masked out and multiplied by the CTF of 584 the data projection at that point, explicitly considering the defocus gradient and the structural 585 noise from each particle's unique environment (supplemental figure 1b and 1c) . These tiles are 586 subsequently used as sub-tomogram "fiducials" to refine the positions via cross-correlation.
587
These refined positions are then used as input to IMOD's tiltalign as if they were derived from 588 gold fiducials, allowing us to take advantage of local refinement and robust fitting, as described Here, the FSC normally calculated over spherical shells is further partitioned into shells limited 632 to conical regions, which has been used previously to estimate resolution anisotropy 51 and, in this 633 way, the SSNR can be optimized for regions that may be less well sampled in reciprocal space.
634
We also replace the average sampling over spherical shells, which is used to estimate the SSNR 635 in the individual particles by one that is averaged over a local window using a simple Gaussian 636 kernel for convolution. This is because under-sampled regions of the image may not necessarily 637 have a low estimated SSNR which is a weakness in using the FSC for estimating this quantity. enhance.
647
The WMDs approach seeks to compensate the missing wedge by forming the difference 648 between a given particle and its expected value. The expected value is estimated to be the global 649 average distorted by the particle's missing wedge. These are mean centered, normalized to a 650 variance of one, and arranged into a 2D matrix followed by singular-value decomposition (SVD).
651
The binary wedge used in this approach is only a first approximation, and we replace it with our 652 full 3D-CTF. This correction allows the classification to include higher-resolution details than 653 previously possible, which is a necessary but not sufficient condition to achieve the classification 654 we report. We find that including the highest variance information from three to four discrete 655 length scales at the same time is required to observe each class. 
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